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To Your Future

Career Pathways

Careers in this path include designing, planning, managing, building and maintaining the built environment.

Is this Career Pathway for You?

Are you mechanically inclined and practical? Would you enjoy designing or building homes or office buildings?

Do you like working with your hands?

Careers in this path include designing, producing, exhibiting, performing, writing, and publishing multimedia content.

Are you imaginative, innovative and original? Do you like making cards, drawing, playing a musical instrument, singing, taking photos or writing stories?

Would you like to create a movie video or movie?

Business Management and Administration careers encompass planning, organizing, directing and evaluating business functions essential to efficient business operations.

Do you enjoy being a leader, organizing people, planning activities, and talking?

Do you enjoy carrying through with an idea and seeing the end product?

Would you enjoy managing money?

Careers in this path include planning, managing and providing education and training services, and related learning support services.

Do you like explaining things to people or do you like learning new things?

Do you like reading, story telling, traveling or tutoring young children?

Careers in this path involve planning, managing, and providing government legislative and administrative and regulatory services and related general purpose government services at the federal, state, and local levels.

Do you value public service?

Are you interested in government and politics?

Would you like to work overseas?

Would you be interested in joining the military?

Would you enjoy helping people plan new communities?

Careers in this path include employment related to family and human needs in areas such as early childhood development, counseling and mental health, family and community services, personal care, and consumer services.

Do you enjoy helping other people?

Do you like to help people feel and look better?

Would you enjoy teaching people to improve their lives?

Do you enjoy shopping and organizing parties?

Careers in this path involve the design, development, support, and management of hardware, software multimeda, and systems integration services.

You have what it takes to... be a... Painter

Careers in this path involve planning, managing, and providing therapeutic services, diagnostic services, health informatics, support services, and biotechnology research and development related to the medical field.

Are you concerned about the safety of others?

Do you like to debate and argue?

Are you curious about how things work?

Would you enjoy repairing cars, wiring electrical systems, and working with your hands?

Do you like to read diagrams?

Do you like building stuff?

Careers in this path encompass planning, organizing, directing and evaluating business functions essential to efficient business operations.

Do you learn new computer programs easily?

Do you like numbers?

Do you like watching court or crime shows?

Are you friendly and outgoing?

Would you like to work in a hotel, on a cruise ship, or in a restaurant? Do you like to serve people?

Do you enjoy working with computers?

Are you fascinated by technology?

Are you organized and detail-oriented?

Do you know new computer programs easily?

Do you adapt well to change?

Career Pathways

Therapeutic Services

Diagnostics Services

Engineering

Health Science

Arts, A.V. Technology, & Communicatons

Science, Technology, Engineering, & Mathematics

Education & Training

Careers in this path encompass planning, organizing, directing and evaluating business functions essential to efficient business operations.

Do you like watching court or crime shows?

Are you friendly and outgoing?

Would you like to work in a hotel, on a cruise ship, or in a restaurant? Do you like to serve people?

Do you enjoy working with computers?

Are you fascinated by technology?

Are you organized and detail-oriented?

Do you know new computer programs easily?

Do you adapt well to change?

Career Readiness Skills

Speaking & Listening: Conveying and comprehending clear, oral messages are vital skills that enhance workplace performance.

Problem Solving: Applying logic to decision making and problem solving is critical to workplace success.

Work Ethic: For employers, this includes an array of employee qualities such as promptness, flexibility, and “doing the right thing” for the organization.

Positive Attitude: The “positive attitude” employers want includes cooperativeness, taking direction and correction willingly, the ability to learn, being pleasant and polite, and getting along with others.

Independence & Initiative: Displaying initiative and demonstrating the ability to work independently are attributes that employers seek and reward.

Self-Presentation: Wearing appropriate clothes, speaking well, and acting in a professional manner all factor into making a good impression.

Attendance: Being on time and following a specific schedule are important traits for any job.

Teamwork: Working well with others requires courtesy, understanding, listening, and compromise.

What is the value of education?

Lifelong income in millions
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Earnings are based on the Bureau of Labor Statistics and are approximate.